Minutes of meeting
Project Acronym: LearningBox
Project Nr.: LLP-LdV-TOI-2011-HU-006

SUMMARY
5th Partners meeting
Barcelona, 8-9th July 2013
Monday, 8th July
Present:
 Krisztián Sován (P4 Lukács SZKI, Győr, Hungary)
 Tibor Rákóczi (P4 Lukács SZKI, Győr, Hungary)
 Bert Michielsen (P1 Omneon, The Nehterlands)
 Alexander Cavallar (P3 European Consulting Education, S.L., Spain)
 Ammir Farokhi (P2 Deltion College, The Netherlands)
 Klaas Bakker (P2 Deltion College, The Netherlands)
 Adrienn Paukóné Várnai (P0 EBC*Licensing Magyarország Kft., Hungary)
 Kovács Szabó Antalné (P5 Tanbusz, Hungary)
 Lieke Michielsen (P1 Omneon, The Netherlands)
 Nikolett Gulácsi (P0 EBC*Licensing Magyarország Kft., Hungary)
8:45 Meet at the Hotel and walk together to the meeting’s place
09:00-09:30 Welcome note and the first preparations
Chairman: Alexander, P3
Alexander: Welcome note
09:30 – 13:00 How far we are? What we have achieved? Challenges, Agency
All the project Partners gave their reports of the progress:
P1. Omneon
Lieke Michielsen (P1) Report about the results of the questionnaires round 1 (more details in the
presentation)
15 persons answered by now. It was very positive. LB is an improvement for most of them, more than to
study in the traditional day.
There were some crashes with the system, but it was happening only during the homework at home,
where they have problems with ICT.
It would be good to use the LB on other the operating system like Linux, Android, etc. – It is running on
iPad, Tablets and the system is always updating.
Alexander will interpret the results and its’ solutions.
Gabriella made a whole overlook in the translation of the system pages, and corrected.
We have made other translation between Lieke and Miklós.
We will have to involve an other IT person for the future, to ensure the project results’ sustainability.
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Deadline for the corrections of the suspected items will be 26th July, then 1 week of the last check, then 2
weeks for the finalization of the completed HU LB.
- Progress of LB finalization
- Progress of the sustainability contract
P2. Deltion
- Activities done
Ammir Farokhi
we had to conclude the two trainings in Győr and Zwolle. We have prepared our reports. (Nikolett send
the report to the partners.)
Some restrictions were suspected during the training. The language barrier was the biggest barrier, so it
was a very big help that Gabriella was involved into the project. There were some deformations in the
translation because of the translation from Dutch to English and then to Hungarian. With the help of
Gabriella we could clear these defects.
Less people were trained, but they were trained more deeply and from the first week, they were very
much involved in the project. We offered helpdesk, but it was not really used.
P0. EBC*L Hungary
- Project management, financial issues
- Evaluation of the monitoring event - short report
P3. EBCL Spain
- Quality management
There was no time and no complete information with the results of the pilot testing and the impact study.
I will prepare my report after the meeting when information will be available.
We will send to all the partners the report.
Dissemination: It would be good to invite also Volkswagen Academy for the final conference. It would
help us to disseminate the project results here in Spain, because here the most wanted products are
coming from the companies, so education is based on the company’s requirements. For this reason, we
would like to invite VET providers for the final conference.
PVA: Our common goal would be to find working places maybe also abroad, not only in HU. This is also an
added value.
The next project quality report and the updated quality handbook will be sent out to the partners.
P4. Lukács
- Implementation
- Pilot testing – report will be sent to all the partners
- Impact study – theoretical education (focus group)
This Friday will be the last day of the impact study, students of Lukács, teachers and the tutor will fill the
questionnaires and also the testing.
The questionnaires will be ready for the second testing round by 12th July morning.
Partners agreed to create a video of the project in September.
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P5. Tanbusz
- Impact study – practical education (focus group) – report will be sent to all the partners
13:00-14:00 Lunch in Restaurante La Bodega, Plaza Molina 2
13:00 – 17:00 Being continued: How far we are? What we have achieved? Challenges, Agency






EU added value (What is the advantage of a European project?)  find working places in the whole
of the European Union; gain experience abroad. Thus:
o Invite companies into the project, invite them to the final presentation in Budapest
(3 October 2013, 10:00-16:00)
o Invite VET schools to the final presentation in Budapest (3 October 2013, 10:00-16:00).
o Who else to invite for the final conference?
Final presentation in Budapest
Make a plan (quality management & project management):
o What has been done?
o What still needs to be done?
o Who will come?
The backbone of the whole project of the dissemination
What did we do?
2011;
Where were we?

Aug 2013;
Where are we now?
Where did we want to go?

What do we still need to do?





Focus on the innovation, on the higher goal.
The innovation is: the future of education, e-learning within education. How will e-learning affect the
learning in Hungary. The LB is the means, but not the final product (so don’t focus too much on the
translated LB).
This project will never be ready, it will always be a work in progress.
Presentation Krisztián about the results of the pilot testing at Lukács School:
o The pilot testing was done for the automotive sector / car industry
o 2 groups at Lukács have participated in the pilot testing:
 13 students who were using The LB
 13 students who were studying in the traditional way
 (9 students from another school have participated as well)
o In general, all the students and teachers were very positive about The LB. They like using it
and find it a very usable system. They find The LB good / teachable.
o LB students were more active and achieved better results than those students who were
studying in the traditional way.
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o
o
o





Students are open to the innovation
People like the pictures in LB
A problem is that students can see the theory and the test at the same time (but students can
also look on Google)  It is a wish for the future at Lukács School (not part of the project) to
make this impossible for some tests, or to make a time limit to tests so there isn’t sufficient
time to search for information.
o Grade giving system; there is an error. If a student does nothing at all, he still receives for
instance 2 points (it is a setting-problem in The LB).
o Teachers have to add student’s results of the open questions manually. These are not added
automatically (it is a wish for the future that this will be possible automatically).
o A very positive result: all the students were more active in their school-related work than they
were in ‘normal’ education.
o Homework also good, but 2 or 3 students couldn’t open The LB at home. This could have
several non-LB-related reasons:
 The internet?
 Computer failures?
 Free time?
o The LB is a good connection to the HU framework of education, which is changing every day
and is shifting more and more towards electronics.
We will finish off the first questionnaire round now. All the results that we have received thus far are
the result of the 1st questionnaire round.
The second questionnaire round will be made available in class on Friday 12 July 2013.
Tanbusz garage pilot testing feedback:
o Regarding online learning systems known to students: the LB is most effective.
o Content can be reached very fast, students can find the answers to questions faster
o Positive that teachers can add content
o Up-to-date, very modern
o Positive that can learn anywhere
o Theory & practice; what they learn in theory, they can immediately apply in practice
( = very positive)
o Overall: The LB is pointing to the future. It is a good and logical system.
Task Name

Aims

Resp.
Co-op.
Partner Partners

Start

Finish

WP6 Testing of functionality
A19

Create a test guideline

A20

Testing

A21

Evaluation and correction

R7

Test guideline

to create a test guideline to
support the testing process in
the schools
to test the national e-learning
version in the partner
organizations in Hungary
to evaluate the testing and
make correction, if it's
necessary
to support the testing
process in the schools

P0

all
01.05.13
partners

10.06.13

P0

P4

13.05.13

28.06.13

P4

P0

29.06.13

15.08.13

P0

P1
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R8

3 Summaries about the result
of the testing

R9

Completed Hungarian Elearning program

to help for the
implementation team to
make the correction in the
system
The transferred product
meets today’s requirements,
environmentally friendly, well
applicable for example in
disadvantaged countryside
areas. The product is a high
quality e-learning solution
which assures the longerterm sustainability of the
project.

P0

P1

06.07.13

P0

all
partners

15.08.13

P4

all
01.03.13
partners

09.05.13

P5

all
02.05.13
partners

09.05.13

WP7 Impact study
A22

Theoretical education

A23

Practical education

A24

Evaluation

A25

Discussion about the results
and best practices

R10

2 Summaries of the impact
study

WP10

to inspect the result of the
theoretical education with
support of the program
to inspect the result of the
practical education with support
of the program
to investigate the efficiency of
the LearningBox through the
result of the pupils
to exploit of the project results
and to learn from each other's
best practices
to elaborate the national
strategies in exploitation of
the project result and to
share the best practice and
discuss it personally

P4

P5

01.07.13

31.07.13

P4

all
07.08.13
partners

09.08.13

P4

all
partners

31.07.13

P0

all
02.11.11
partners

31.10.13

Dissemination and
valorisation

A35

Actualisation of web sites of
partners

to disseminate actual
information
to have names and CVs of
trainers can be trained after the
project in the frame of a Train
the Trainer seminar and to
provide the sustainability of the
program with the transmission
of the knowledge

A36

Creation of a database

A40

Distribution of flyers

to disseminate information

A44

Distribution of brochure

A45

03.06.13

28.06.13

P0

all
03.09.12
partners

31.10.13

to disseminate information

P3

all
03.09.12
partners

31.10.13

Content of the final press
conference

to design the conference
programme

P0

all
01.07.13
partners

30.08.13

A46

Organisation of conference

to organise the conference

P0

all
02.09.13
partners

30.09.13

A47

Evaluation of conference

to evaluate the impact

P0

all
01.10.13
partners

31.10.13

R16

Actualised web sites

to disseminate actual
information

P0

all
02.11.11
partners

31.10.13

P0

P4, P5
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R17

Database of potentional
trainers

R18

Flyers and brochures

R19

Final press conference

to have names and CVs of
trainers can be trained after
the project in the frame of a
Train the Trainer seminar
and to provide the
sustainability of the program
with the transmission of the
knowledge
to disseminate information
to inform the public about
the outputs and results of
the project

P0

-

28.06.13

P0

-

31.08.12

P0

-

30.09.13

20:00 Dinner in Restaurante La Gavina, Plaza Pau Vila, 1
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Tuesday, 9th July

09:00-15:00 What’s next?
- Continued follow-up program development and planning development
- Evaluation of the pilot testing, problems, challenges, solutions
- Evaluation of the impact study, problems, challenges, solutions
- Discuss the action plan for the final conference
- Each partner makes a plan of approach to his task in terms of who, what when
- Making the next appointments
- Conclusion

Project dissemination  project result
Product dissemination  product result


Dissemination:
o Commercial information (leaflet)
o Leaflet; letter of invitation
o Websites
o Article: Why the project started? What we have done?
o Movie (made by Deltion students)
o Press conference & final conference
 Show project
 Show project results
P3: will invite for the final conference 2 VET Schools, SEAT, NISSAN
P2: Deltion teachers, article in the most important newspaper (46 colleges receive articles), brochure
on the website
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The final conference in Budapest (3 October 2013, 10:00-15:00)
Content of the conference
Target groups
Hungary:
 Introduction
 Minister of education Hungary
 Experience with the project
 Minister of national economy Hungary (1p)
 Outcome of the project
 Institution Klebersberg (new organisation for
 Sustainability
state schools) (2p)
 Workshops

Other technical schools HU (8p)
 Summary / Conclusion
 Chamber of commerce (1p)
Goal: trigger the target group to want to learn
 Training centres (Tambuz etc)
more about The LB
 Association (5p)
 Teachers (Automotive & others) (15p)
 European Commission (2p)
 Press (2p)
Netherlands:
 Invitees from Deltion College (4p)
 LearningSolutions (3p)
Spain:
 2 Spanish VET schools (4p)
 2 Nissan Automotive Plants
 SEAT



Invite to the final conference in Budapest:
Companies: EU projects, internationals
Final presentation in Budapest
Make a plan (quality management & project management):
o What has been done?
o What still needs to be done?
o Who will come?

Final Conference 3. October 2013.

Place
Budapest

Date
3. October 2013

Time
10:00 – 15:00

To invite somebody from the ministry or Klebelsberg to give a speech. Innovative educational model.
Innovation in Education.
Infopack for Conference Invitation:
Article – will be written by P0 and will be corrected by P2
Invitation letter – will be written by P0 and be corrected by P2
Flyer in English and HU language
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Topics:
1. Presentation about the project - What we wanted to reach in 2011 and how far we are? What we
have reached? some reflections, what is the innovation
2. What are the effects of the project? – How many students we have reached, how, what are the
feedbacks?
3. Pilot testing and impact study results – satisfaction
4. Sustainability: why is it good, useful, what they can reach by using the LB
5. Why we have done it within an international project? What are the benefits of this international
project? Common European situation about the e-learning systems

Agenda of the Conference
09:30 – 10:00 Reception
10: 00 – 10:30 Welcome by EC, presentation about the project
10:30 – 12:00 Interview – forum (Omneon, Deltion, ECE, Lukács, EBCL HU, somebody by Klebelsberg
Association, Chamber of Commerce – lead by moderator)
12:00 – 13:30 During little lunch: 3 workshops - round table conversation leaded by moderators
o Experiencing The LearningBox (with laptops and projector), leaded by Miklós
o ICT in Education by expert (What would be after 10 years? – how The LearningBox is fitting in
it?) by ICT professor giving lecture of 1 hour
o Hungary 2020 - Shift happens (video session YouTube video – shift happens)
13:30 – 14:10 Summarizing and Sustainability (what LB is doing in the Future, new project, etc. by EBCL
and Omneon)
14:10 – 15:00 Networking

Planning, next tasks: (Gantt diagram has been sent to all partners)
Responsible

Action

Final Deadline

Krisztián Sován,
Tanbusz
Krisztián Sován,
Tanbusz
Krisztián Sován
Krisztián Sován,
Tanbusz
Krisztián Sován

Provide a list of teachers can be involved after the project period Database
Last questionnaires for the participants of the impact study

05. August 2013

To collect 3 Summaries from the testing schools
Test for the participants of the impact study

24. July 2013
12. July 2013

Report of the impact study in English – theoretical part – send to
P0
Report of the impact study in English – practical part – send to P0
Type out the partner meeting notes
Sending the 3 summaries and the 2 reports to Alexander and to all
the other partners
Check the results of the pilot testing (questionnaires)
Check the results of the impact study (questionnaires)
Sending to P0 and to P3 (Alexander) the results of the 2nd

24. July 2013

Tanbusz
Lieke Michielsen
EBC *L
Magyarország
Alexander Cavallar
Alexander Cavallar
Omneon
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Alexander
Omneon

EBC*L
Magyarország
EBC*L
Magyarország
EBC*L
Magyarország
EBC*L
Magyarország
Deltion
Deltion
Deltion
EBC*L
Magyarország
All Partners
EBC*L
Magyarország
All Partners
Deltion

All the partners
All partners

questionnaires round
Analysis of the 2nd round of questionnaires and report of the two
questionnaires rounds
Statement that the Hungarian LB beta version is ready on the
01.05.2013 and after what we have improved on the basis of the
pilot testing and impact study results
Creation of an article and send to Deltion for correction
Creation of pre announcement - invitation letter for the
conference
Invitation letter - final
Send the English flyer and brochure to Deltion for correction
To correct the English translation of the flyer and brochure
To correct the article
To correct the invitation letter
Send the corrected article and English flyer, brochure to all
partners
Partners upload the English flyer and brochure on their website
Send the corrected pre-invitation letter to all partners
Invite stakeholders to the Conference
Video – Has to be ready by the final conference

Sent all the files and pictures relevant to the project to P0 for the
project documentation.
To send all financial documentation to P0 about the period of
November 2012 – April 2013

13:30-14:30 Lunch in Restaurante Síbarits, c.Guillermo Tell, 32
Official end of the meeting.
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31. July 2013

19. July 2013
DONE
16. August 2013
02. September
2013
12. July 2013
DONE
26. July 2013
26. July 2013
21. August 2013
29. July 2013
31. July 2013
23. August 2013
26. August 2013
1st or 2nd week
of September
2013
12. July 2013
31. July 2013
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